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Pflug und Steuerruder - Susan Richter
2015-04
Die Rolle der europäischen Antike und des zeit
genössischen China als prägende Vorbilder für
ein neues Herrschaftsverständnis in Frankreich
und im Alten Reich steht im Fokus dieses
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Buches. Es bildete sich in der zweiten Hälfte des
18. Jahrhunderts heraus, als Ökonomen des
Kameralismus und der Physiokratie aufgrund
der zunehmenden Hungersnöte nach
Präventivmaßnahmen suchten. Diese sahen sie
in der Verbindung von Herrschaft und
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Landwirtschaft durch einen Monarchen, der
gemeinschafts- und integrationsstiftend wirken
sollte. Über die Ständegrenzen hinweg sollte
eine Gesellschaft errichtet werden, die dem
Prozess der Nahrungsmittelgewinnung
verpflichtet war. Die Autorin untersucht anhand
zeitgenössischer und moderner Modelltheorien
die Auswahl der Vorbilder sowie die
Konstruktion und die Vermittlung des neuen
Herrschaftsverständnisses.-Georg-Forster-Studien - 2002
The Emperor Zeno - Rafał Kosiński 2010-01
Le Saint-Empire - Claire Gantet 2018-04-18
Le mythique Saint-Empire romain, fondé par
Otton Ier au Xe siècle, est dissous huit siècles
plus tard, en 1806. Cet ouvrage propose une
synthèse inédite sur la période moderne de
l'Empire, du XVIe au XVIIIe siècle.Création
féodale, cette réunion d'Etats chrétiens peu à
peu centrée sur l'Allemagne, la Prusse et
joseph-ii-reformer-auf-dem-kaiserthron-beck-sche

l'Autriche connaît pendant la période des
bouleversements radicaux qui mettent à mal
l'unité de cet Empire sans capitale fixe ni armées
et exécutif communs.L'introduction et la
pérennisation des Réformes protestantes du
XVIe siècle ont renforcé le morcellement
politique de l'Empire, chaque prince tentant
d'imposer son pouvoir sur son territoire. Malgré
cette évolution, le Saint Empire a été non
seulement une couronne et un espace de culture
et de communication, mais aussi un espace de
paix et de guerres, négociées notamment dans
les deux grands tribunaux d’Empire, le Tribunal
de la Chambre impériale et le Conseil aulique
d’Empire. L'ouvrage décrit les institutions du
Saint-Empire qui ont façonné une culture
politique, juridique, religieuse et intellectuelle
qui finit par être identifiée à l’Allemagne, et
comment les contemporains, sans cesse, se
définirent face à elle en infléchissant ses
organes et ses traditions.
Political Theology II - Carl Schmitt 2015-01-28
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Political Theology II is Carl Schmitt's last book.
Part polemic, part self-vindication for his
involvement in the National Socialist German
Workers' Party (NSDAP), this is Schmitt's most
theological reflection on Christianity and its
concept of sovereignty following the Second
Vatican Council. At a time of increasing visibility
of religion in public debates and a realization
that Schmitt is the major and most controversial
political theorist of the twentieth century, this
last book sets a new agenda for political
theology today. The crisis at the beginning of the
twenty-first century led to an increased interest
in the study of crises in an age of extremes - an
age upon which Carl Schmitt left his indelible
watermark. In Political Theology II, first
published in 1970, a long journey comes to an
end which began in 1923 with Political Theology.
This translation makes available for the first
time to the English-speaking world Schmitt's
understanding of Political Theology and what it
implies theologically and politically.
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Avusturya ve Osmanlı Eğitim Sistemi
Mukayesesi 1774 - 1824 - Gülşen İstek
2022-05-11
Bu çalışma, ilk yenileşme sürecinde
Avusturya’da uygulanan eğitim reformlarını aynı
dönemde Osmanlı Devleti’nde bu alanda yapılan
yeniliklerle karşılaştırmak amacıyla
hazırlanmıştır. Osmanlı Devleti ve Avusturya
arasındaki siyasi ve diplomatik ilişkiler
hususunda birçok çalışma yapılmış olmasına
rağmen, iki ülkenin eğitim sistemlerine ve
bunların karşılaştırılmasına değinen müstakil bir
eser bulunmamaktadır. Bu nedenden ötürü, söz
konusu araştırma Türk eğitim tarihinde de bir ilk
olma özelliğine sahiptir.
Wycliffite Controversies - Mishtooni Bose
2011
This book contains theoretical and applicationoriented methods to treat models of dynamical
systems involving non-smooth nonlinearities.
The theoretical approach that has been retained
and underlined in this work is associated with
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differential inclusions of mainly finite
dimensional dynamical systems and the
introduction of maximal monotone operators
(graphs) in order to describe models of impact or
friction. The authors of this book master the
mathematical, numerical and modeling tools in a
particular way so that they can propose all
aspects of the approach, in both a deterministic
and stochastic context, in order to describe real
stresses exerted on physical systems. Such tools
are very powerful for providing reference
numerical approximations of the models. Such
an approach is still not very popular
nevertheless, even though it could be very useful
for many models of numerous fields (e.g.
mechanics, vibrations, etc.). This book is
especially suited for people both in research and
industry interested in the modeling and
numerical simulation of discrete mechanical
systems with friction or impact phenomena
occurring in the presence of classical (linear
elastic) or non-classical constitutive laws (delay,
joseph-ii-reformer-auf-dem-kaiserthron-beck-sche

memory effects, etc.). It aims to close the gap
between highly specialized mathematical
literature and engineering applications, as well
as to also give tools in the framework of nonsmooth stochastic differential systems: thus,
applications involving stochastic excitations
(earthquakes, road surfaces, wind models etc.)
are considered. Contents 1. Some Simple
Examples. 2. Theoretical Deterministic Context.
3. Stochastic Theoretical Context. 4. Riemannian
Theoretical Context. 5. Systems with Friction. 6.
Impact Systems. 7. Applications-Extensions.
About the Authors Jérôme Bastien is Assistant
Professor at the University Lyon 1 (Centre de
recherche et d'Innovation sur le sport) in
France. Frédéric Bernardin is a Research
Engineer at Département Laboratoire de
Clermont-Ferrand (DLCF), Centre d'Etudes
Techniques de l'Equipement (CETE), Lyon,
France. Claude-Henri Lamarque is Head of
Laboratoire Géomatériaux et Génie Civil (LGCB)
and Professor at Ecole des Travaux Publics de
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l'Etat (ENTPE), Vaulx-en-Velin, France.
Jewish Women in the Early Italian Women’s
Movement, 1861–1945 - Ruth Nattermann
2022-06-30
This book is the first epoch-spanning study on
Jewish participation in the Italian women’s
movement, focussing in a transnational
perspective on the experience of Italian-Jewish
protagonists in Liberal Italy, during the First
World War and the Fascist dictatorship until
1945. Drawing on ego-documents, contemporary
journals and Jewish community archives, as well
as records by the police and public authorities, it
examines the tensions within the emancipation
process between participation and exclusion.
The book argues that the racial laws from 1938
did not represent the sudden end of an idyllic
integration, but rather the climax of a long-term
development. Social marginalization, the
persecution of Jewish rights, and the assault on
Jewish lives during fascism are analysed
distinctly from the perspective of Jewish women.
joseph-ii-reformer-auf-dem-kaiserthron-beck-sche

In spite of their significant influence on the
transnational orientation of the Italian women’s
movement, their emancipation as women and
Jews remained incomplete.
Christendom Destroyed - Mark Greengrass
2014-07-03
Mark Greengrass's gripping, major, original
account of Europe in an era of tumultuous
change This latest addition to the landmark
Penguin History of Europe series is a fascinating
study of 16th and 17th century Europe and the
fundamental changes which led to the collapse
of Christendom and established the geographical
and political frameworks of Western Europe as
we know it. From peasants to princes, no one
was untouched by the spiritual and intellectual
upheaval of this era. Martin Luther's challenge
to church authority forced Christians to examine
their beliefs in ways that shook the foundations
of their religion. The subsequent divisions, fed
by dynastic rivalries and military changes,
fundamentally altered the relations between
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ruler and ruled. Geographical and scientific
discoveries challenged the unity of Christendom
as a belief-community. Europe, with all its
divisions, emerged instead as a geographical
projection. It was reflected in the mirror of
America, and refracted by the eclipse of Crusade
in ambiguous relationships with the Ottomans
and Orthodox Christianity. Chronicling these
dramatic changes, Thomas More, Shakespeare,
Montaigne and Cervantes created works which
continue to resonate with us. Christendom
Destroyed is a rich tapestry that fosters a deeper
understanding of Europe's identity today.
Joseph II. - Helmut Reinalter 2011
Learned Societies, Freemasonry, Sciences and
Literature in 18th-Century Hungary - Réka
Lengyel 2017-11-26
The present collection of primary sources,
comprised of printed and manuscript materials,
offers a new approach to the history of learned
societies and Freemasonry in Hungary in the
joseph-ii-reformer-auf-dem-kaiserthron-beck-sche

18th century. Materials include academic
proposals, regulations of learned societies and
reading circles, letters, pamphlets as well as
Masonic constitutions, rituals, orations, essays,
and a sentimental novel. In addition to the Latinand German-language documents, some
Hungarian-language sources of special
importance are published in English translation.
The sources in the first part of the collection
illustrate the growing desire and ambition
among Hungarian intellectuals for establishing
national literature and science, and for raising
the level of general literacy among the
population. Starting from the diagnosis that,
compared to other European countries, Hungary
was quite backward in terms of cultivating the
sciences, several people emphasized the need to
raise the standards of public education, while
others thought that establishing learned
societies or scientific academies could change
the situation. The examination of the history of
learned and secret societies shows that in 18th6/20
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century Hungary social culture could develop
within the framework of Freemasonry. The
functioning learned societies and reading circles
were established at the initiative of lodge
members, and a large number of the authors of
the proposals were also Freemasons. The
establishment of learned societies was motivated
by the ideas which were also the guiding
principles of the Freemasons: spreading
enlightenment, promoting the well-being of the
people, and supporting the sciences and the
arts. The editors intended to bring to an
international audience the selected materials
which warrant further research and
examination.
Kant and the Theory and Practice of
International Right - Georg Cavallar 2020-03-01
This book argues that Kant’s theory of
international relations should be interpreted as
an attempt to apply the principles of reason to
history in general, and in particular to political
conditions of the late eighteenth century. It
joseph-ii-reformer-auf-dem-kaiserthron-beck-sche

demonstrates how Kant attempts to mediate
between a priori theory and practice, and how
this works in the field of international law and
international relations. Kant appreciates how the
precepts of theory have to be tested against the
facts, before the theory is enriched to deal with
the complexities of their application. In the
central chapters of this book, the starting points
are apparent contradictions in Kant’s writings;
assuming that Kant is a systematic and profound
thinker, Cavallar seeks to use these
contradictions to discover Kant’s ‘deep
structure’, a dynamic and evolutionary theory
that tries to anticipate a world where the idea of
international justice might be more fully
realized.
Forging a Multinational State - John Deak
2015-09-23
The Habsburg Monarchy ruled over
approximately one-third of Europe for almost
150 years. Previous books on the Habsburg
Empire emphasize its slow decline in the face of
7/20
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the growth of neighboring nation-states. John
Deak, instead, argues that the state was not in
eternal decline, but actively sought not only to
adapt, but also to modernize and build. Deak has
spent years mastering the structure and
practices of the Austrian public administration
and has immersed himself in the minutiae of its
codes, reforms, political maneuverings, and
culture. He demonstrates how an early modern
empire made up of disparate lands connected
solely by the feudal ties of a ruling family was
transformed into a relatively unitary, modern,
semi-centralized bureaucratic continental
empire. This process was only derailed by the
state of emergency that accompanied the First
World War. Consequently, Deak provides the
reader with a new appreciation for the evolving
architecture of one of Europe's Great Powers in
the long nineteenth century.
Between Reform and Revolution - David E.
Barclay 1998-05-30
The powerful impact of Socialism and
joseph-ii-reformer-auf-dem-kaiserthron-beck-sche

Communism on modern German history is the
theme which is explored by the contributors to
this volume. Whereas previous investigations
have tended to focus on political, intellectual and
biographical aspects, this book captures, for the
first time, the methodological and thematic
diversity and richness of current work on the
history of the German working class and the
political movements that emerged from it. Based
on original contributions from U.S., British, and
German scholars, this collection address a wide
range of themes and problems.
Die österreichische Demokratie im Vergleich Ludger Helms 2017-07-21
Österreich und Europe durchleben turbulente
Zeiten. Im Rahmen der international
renommierten Reihe "Politik und Demokratie in
den kleineren Ländern Europas" bietet die
aktualisierte Neuauflage dieses Bandes eine
ausgreifende Bestandsaufnahme der
österreichischen Demokratie. Inspiriert von der
Überzeugung, dass erst der internationale und
8/20
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historische Vergleich substantielle Bewertungen
auch des Einzelfalls ermöglicht, werden die
politischen Institutionen und demokratischen
Prozesse in der Zweiten Republik hier aus
breiter komparativer Perspektive analysiert und
diskutiert. Neben den klassischen Gegenständen
der Vergleichenden Politikwissenschaft, wie dem
Parlamentarismus, dem Föderalismus, der
politischen Kultur und der Staatstätigkeit, finden
auch politisch besonders brisante Themen und
Aspekte wie die Gleichheit und
Gleichberechtigung, die Inklusion und Exklusion
sowie die politische Reformfähigkeit der Zweiten
Republik angemessene Berücksichtigung. Die
Gruppe der Autoren dieses Bandes umfasst
zahlreiche international führende
Politikwissenschaftler und Vertreter mehrerer
politikwissenschaftlicher Nachbardisziplinen aus
fünf Ländern. Mit Beiträgen von: Klaus
Armingeon, Peter Bußjäger, David F. J.
Campbell, Reinhard Heinisch, Ludger Helms,
Herbert Kitschelt, Oliver W. Lembcke, Herbert
joseph-ii-reformer-auf-dem-kaiserthron-beck-sche

Obinger, Theo Öhlinger, Günther Pallaver, Anton
Pelinka, Fritz Plasser, Johannes Pollak, Sonja
Puntscher Riekmann, Oliver Rathkolb, Helmut
Reinalter, Sieglinde Rosenberger, Wolfgang
Sander, Birgit Sauer, Gary S. Schaal, Gilg
Seeber, David M. Wineroither
Heart of Europe - Peter H. Wilson 2016-04-04
An Economist and Sunday Times Best Book of
the Year “Deserves to be hailed as a magnum
opus.” —Tom Holland, The Telegraph
“Ambitious...seeks to rehabilitate the Holy
Roman Empire’s reputation by re-examining its
place within the larger sweep of European
history...Succeeds splendidly in rescuing the
empire from its critics.” —Wall Street Journal
Massive, ancient, and powerful, the Holy Roman
Empire formed the heart of Europe from its
founding by Charlemagne to its destruction by
Napoleon a millennium later. An engine for
inventions and ideas, with no fixed capital and
no common language or culture, it derived its
legitimacy from the ideal of a unified Christian
9/20
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civilization—though this did not prevent
emperors from clashing with the pope for
supremacy. In this strikingly ambitious book,
Peter H. Wilson explains how the Holy Roman
Empire worked, why it was so important, and
how it changed over the course of its existence.
The result is a tour de force that raises countless
questions about the nature of political and
military power and the legacy of its offspring,
from Nazi Germany to the European Union.
“Engrossing...Wilson is to be congratulated on
writing the only English-language work that
deals with the empire from start to finish...A
book that is relevant to our own times.”
—Brendan Simms, The Times “The culmination
of a lifetime of research and thought...an
astonishing scholarly achievement.” —The
Spectator “Remarkable...Wilson has set himself
a staggering task, but it is one at which he
succeeds heroically.” —Times Literary
Supplement
Against the Galilaeans - Julian The Apostate

2018-10-23
When Julian the Apostate ( Emperor of Rome
361-363 A.D.)took up the throne, he reversed the
laws making Christianity the Empire's official
religion and produced this work refuting the
major principles of that religion.
The Last Knight - Pierre Terjanian 2019-10-02
Maximilian I (1459–1519) skillfully crafted a
public persona and personal mythology that
eventually earned him the romantic sobriquet
“Last Knight.” From the time he became duke of
Burgundy at the age of eighteen until his death,
his passion for the trappings and ideals of
knighthood served his worldly ambitions,
imaginative strategies, and resolute efforts to
forge a legacy. A master of self-promotion, he
ordered exceptional armor from the most
celebrated armorers in Europe, as well as heroic
autobiographical epics and lavish designs for
prints. Indeed, Maximilian’s quest to secure his
memory and expand his sphere of influence,
despite chronic shortages of funds that left many
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of his most ambitious projects unfinished, was
indomitable. Coinciding with the 500th
anniversary of Maximilian’s death, this catalogue
is the first to examine the masterworks that he
commissioned, revealing how art and armor
contributed to the construction of Maximilian’s
identity and aspirations, and to the politics of
Europe at the dawn of the Renaissance. p.p1
{margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 14.0px
Verdana}
Medieval Europe - Chris Wickham 2016-10-15
A spirited history of the changes that
transformed Europe during the 1,000-year span
of the Middle Ages: “A dazzling race through a
complex millennium.”—Publishers Weekly The
millennium between the breakup of the western
Roman Empire and the Reformation was a long
and hugely transformative period—one not easily
chronicled within the scope of a few hundred
pages. Yet distinguished historian Chris
Wickham has taken up the challenge in this
landmark book, and he succeeds in producing

the most riveting account of medieval Europe in
a generation. Tracking the entire sweep of the
Middle Ages across Europe, Wickham focuses on
important changes century by century, including
such pivotal crises and moments as the fall of
the western Roman Empire, Charlemagne’s
reforms, the feudal revolution, the challenge of
heresy, the destruction of the Byzantine Empire,
the rebuilding of late medieval states, and the
appalling devastation of the Black Death. He
provides illuminating vignettes that underscore
how shifting social, economic, and political
circumstances affected individual lives and
international events—and offers both a new
conception of Europe’s medieval period and a
provocative revision of exactly how and why the
Middle Ages matter. “Far-ranging, fluent, and
thoughtful—of considerable interest to students
of history writ large, and not just of
Europe.”—Kirkus Reviews, (starred review)
Includes maps and illustrations
Teaching Dance as Art in Education - Brenda
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Pugh McCutchen 2006
Brenda McCutchen provides an integrated
approach to dance education, using four
cornerstones: dancing and performing, creating
and composing, historical and cultural inquiry
and analysing and critiquing. She also illustrates
the main developmental aspects of dance.
Ein Bruderzwist in Habsburg - Franz Grillparzer
2012-06
Dieses Werk ist Teil der Buchreihe TREDITION
CLASSICS. Der Verlag tredition aus Hamburg
veroffentlicht in der Buchreihe TREDITION
CLASSICS Werke aus mehr als zwei
Jahrtausenden. Diese waren zu einem Grossteil
vergriffen oder nur noch antiquarisch erhaltlich.
Mit der Buchreihe TREDITION CLASSICS
verfolgt tredition das Ziel, tausende Klassiker
der Weltliteratur verschiedener Sprachen
wieder als gedruckte Bucher zu verlegen - und
das weltweit! Die Buchreihe dient zur
Bewahrung der Literatur und Forderung der
Kultur. Sie tragt so dazu bei, dass viele tausend

Werke nicht in Vergessenheit geraten
The Holy Roman Empire: A Historical
Encyclopedia [2 volumes] - Brian A. Pavlac
2019-06-30
Reference entries, overview essays, and primary
source document excerpts survey the history
and unveil the successes and failures of the
longest-lasting European empire. • Provides a
historical essay to give a concise overview of the
Holy Roman Empire • Presents a timeline that
highlights key events in the empire's long
history • Offers topical sections of reference
entries on significant topics • Features entries
and a bibliography for further reading • Uses
primary source documents to give readers
firsthand accounts of life in the Holy Roman
Empire
Der Josephinismus - Harm Klueting 1995
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A Cultural History of the Modern Age Vol. 3
- Egon Friedell
Volume three of A Cultural History of the
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Modern Age finishes a journey that begins with
Descartes in the first volume and ends with
Freud and the psychoanalytical movement in the
third volume. Friedell describes the contents of
these books as a series of performances, starting
with the birth of the man of the Modern Age,
followed by flowering of this epoch, and
concludes with the death of the Modern Age.
This huge landscape provides an intertwining of
the material and the cultural, the civil and the
military, from the high points of creative
flowering in Europe to death and emptiness. The
themes convey multiple messages: romanticism
and liberalism opens the cultural scene, encased
in a movement from The Congress of Vienna and
its claims of peaceful co-existence to the FrancoGerman War. The final segment covers the
period from Bismarck's generation to World War
I. In each instance, the quotidian life of struggle,
racial, religious, and social class is seen through
the lens of the mighty figures of the period. The
works of the period's great figures are shown in

the new light of the human search for
symbolism, the search for superman, the rise of
individualism and decline of history as a source
for knowledge. This third volume is painted in
dark colors, a foreboding of the world that was
to come, of political extremes, and intellectual
exaggerations. The author looks forward to a
postmodern Europe in which there is a faint
glean of light from the other side. What actually
appeared was the glare of Nazism and
Communism, each claiming the future.
Mitteilungen des Instituts für
Österreichische Geschichtsforschung - 2012
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Reverence for Life - Albert Schweitzer 1979
"Though I was well aware that Albert Schweitzer
preached a great deal both before and after he
became a physician, I never encountered any of
his sermons until I was privileged to read the
present collection prior to publication. What I
find in this increases my sense of wonder,
though it does not increase my surprise. It
Downloaded from nbtsolutions.com on
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pleases me to find that like other speakers and
writers, the famous missionary doctor preached
many of his ideas before they were cast into
essay form, thus following the experimental
method...On the whole the sermons seem
contemporary... Very early in the twentieth
century, he understood that Christianity is not a
merely spiritual religion and that the popular
arguments against missions are superficial
ones... What pleases me most about the new
publication is its revelation of the author's deep
personal piety..." -- D Elton Trueblood (from the
Foreword).
Joseph II. - Helmut Reinalter 2011-10-13
Kaiser Joseph II. (1741–1790) gehört zu den
prominentesten Vertretern des aufgeklärten
Absolutismus. Unter dem Pseudonym eines
Grafen von Falkenstein hat er inkognito halb
Europa bereist. Mit seinen am Maßstab der
Vernunft orientierten Regelungen griff er bis ins
Detail in den Alltag der Menschen ein. Als
katholischer Herrscher verfolgte er eine

Religionspolitik hin zu mehr Toleranz. Erstmals
schaffte er in seinen Ländern die Todesstrafe ab.
Sein ehrgeiziges Reformprogramm gab einer
ganzen Epoche den Namen: Josephinismus.
Von Preussenland nach Italien - Mark
Mersiowsky 2015
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The United States of Belgium - Jane Judge
2018-10-24
New and comprehensive insights into the
seminal events that shaped Belgian identity In
1790, between the birth of America (1776) and
the creation of the French National Assembly
(1789), nine provinces nestled between the
French and Dutch borders declared themselves
a new free and independent country: the United
States of Belgium. Before then, the provinces
had been part of the vast Austrian Habsburg
Empire ruled by Joseph II. In 1789
revolutionaries from Brussels to Ghent to Namur
recruited a grass-roots army that, to the surprise
of many, successfully chased imperial forces
Downloaded from nbtsolutions.com on
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from the majority of the territories. The
exhilaration of military triumph and political
independence quickly faded as revolutionary
factions fought each other and the European
monarchies became more nervous in the face of
French radicalization. Yet, the course of events
had fostered the solidification of a new identity
among the provinces’ inhabitants: Belgianness.
This is the story of the emergence of Belgianness
in the crucible of revolution. The United States
of Belgium tells the story of the First Belgian
Revolution before the creation of a language
barrier between French and Dutch. It
incorporates over 50 contemporary images of
the revolutionary era.
Waltharius - Ekkehard I (Dean of St. Gall) 2016
The 'Waltharius', a medieval Latin epic poem of
over 1400 lines, richly retells the story of a
vigorous Germanic saga in the language and
style of classical and Christian Latin poetry.
Walter, its hero, is a pagan warrior ready to
mock his enemies and mercilessly decapitate

them, but also a pious Christian who refrains
from premarital sex and stops to pray and ask
for God's mercy in the middle of a battle. The
poem varies remarkably in tone, providing both
fervent moral commentary and bitter black
comedy. The growing scholarship on the poem
outside of Germany, where it has always been
popular, no doubt results from its weird allure
and eclectic nature. It has something for
everyone. This new edition uses a fresh review
of manuscripts - especially the recently
discovered fragments at the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign - in order to provide a text
and apparatus that will aid the reader in
understanding the poem's tangled manuscript
history. 0The notes are rather fuller than those
of previous English-language editions, providing
useful context to understand the complicated
relationships among the Germanic, classical
Latin, and Christian Latin traditions as well as
tracking various themes and stylistic features
that the poet employs.
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The Crisis of the 14th Century - Martin Bauch
2019-12-16
Pre-modern critical interactions of nature and
society can best be studied during the so-called
"Crisis of the 14th Century". While
historiography has long ignored the
environmental framing of historcial processes
and scientists have over-emphasized nature's
impact on the course of human history, this
volume tries to describe the at times complex
modes of the late-medieval relationship of man
and nature. The idea of 'teleconnection',
borrowed from the geosciences, describes the
influence of atmospheric circulation patterns
often over long distances. It seems that there
were 'teleconnections' in society, too. So this
volumes aims to examine man-environment
interactions mainly in the 14th century from all
over Europe and beyond. It integrates
contributions from different disciplines on
impact, perception and reaction of
environmental change and natural extreme

events on late Medieval societies. For humanists
from all historical disciplines it offers an
approach how to integrate written and even
scientific evidence on environmental change in
established and new fields of historical research.
For scientists it demonstrates the contributions
scholars from the humanities can provide for
discussion on past environmental changes.
La Poesie Symboliste - P. M. Roinard
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On the Edge of the Primeval Forest - Albert
Schweitzer 1926
Peoples of the Apocalypse - Wolfram Brandes
2016-05-24
This volume addresses Jewish, Christian and
Muslim future visions on the end of the world,
focusing on the respective allies and antagonists
for each religious society. Spanning late
Antiquity to the early modern period, the
collected papers examine distinctive aspects
represented by each religion’s approach as well
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as shared concepts.
Mozart - Eva Gesine Baur 2014-05-09
Eva Gesine Baur erzählt Mozarts dissonantes
Leben, ohne zu beschönigen, dass der Schöpfer
unfassbarer Musik auch eine schwarze Seite
hatte: Sich seines göttlichen Talents bewusst,
log, trickste und intrigierte er. Er verschenkte
Glückseligkeiten und verteilte Bösartigkeiten.
Die Biographie versucht, diesen Abgrund
auszuloten. Mozart selbst hat das Problem in die
Welt gesetzt, mit der sich seine Verehrer und
seine Biographen herumschlagen: Er schrieb
Briefe, die seine menschlichen Schwächen
bloßlegen. Auch andere Zeitzeugnisse zeigen
einen Mozart, der alles andere als göttlich war.
Seinen Vater, Salieri oder seine Frau Constanze
zu Sündenböcken zu machen, verbieten die
Fakten. Das Verständnis für das Werk und den
Mann Mozart voneinander zu trennen erklärte
bereits der Philosoph Norbert Elias als
«künstlich, irreführend und unnötig». Wer weiß,
wie rastlos und ruhelos seine Mitmenschen den

Zappel- philipp Mozart erlebten, versteht die
verblüffende Tatsache, dass er über 160
Fragmente hinterließ. Sein Leiden an seiner
äußeren Hässlichkeit hilft, seine Begierde nach
dem Schönen zu verstehen. Eine Bemerkung des
großen Mozart-Dirigenten Richard Strauss
brachte die Autorin auf den Vergleich Mozarts
mit dem mythologischen Eros, wie er in Platons
«Gastmahl» beschrieben wird. Eros ist nicht der
von allen Geliebte, sondern der große Liebende.
Selbst nicht schön, sehnt er sich nach Schönheit.
Ein Zauberer, aber auch ein großer Intrigant.
Ein Dämon, getrieben von einer unstillbaren
Sehn- sucht. Weder Gott noch Mensch. Vielmehr
ein Bote zwischen dem Göttlichen und dem
Allzumenschlichen. Mozart und Eros: der große
Widerspruch. So irdisch wie überirdisch.
King and Emperor - Janet L. Nelson 2021-06-08
Charles I, often known as Charlemagne, is one of
the most extraordinary figures ever to rule an
empire. Driven by unremitting physical energy
and intellectual curiosity, he was a man of many
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parts, a warlord and conqueror, a judge who
promised 'for each their law and justice', a
defender of the Latin Church, a man of fleshand-blood. In the twelve centuries since his
death, warfare, accident, vermin, and the
elements have destroyed much of the writing on
his rule, but a remarkable amount has survived.
Janet Nelson's wonderful new book brings
together everything we know about Charles,
sifting through the available evidence, literary
and material, to paint a vivid portrait of the man
and his motives. Charles's legacy lies in his
deeds and their continuing resonance, as he
shaped counties, countries, and continents,
founded and rebuilt towns and monasteries, and
consciously set himself up not just as King of the
Franks, but as the head of the renewed Roman
Empire. His successors--in some ways even up to
the present day--have struggled to interpret,
misinterpret, copy, or subvert his legacy.
Geschichte Der Byzantinischen Litteratur
Von Justinian Bis Zum Ende Des

Oströmischen Reiches (527-1453) - Karl
Krumbacher 1891
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An Imaginary Racism - Pascal Bruckner
2018-11-26
‘Islamophobia’ is a term that has existed since
the nineteenth century. But in recent decades,
argues Pascal Bruckner in his controversial new
book, it has become a weapon used to silence
criticism of Islam. The term allows those who
brandish it in the name of Islam to ‘freeze’ the
latter, making reform difficult. Whereas
Christianity and Judaism have been rejuvenated
over the centuries by external criticism, Islam
has been shielded from critical examination and
has remained impervious to change. This
tendency is exacerbated by the hypocrisy of
those Western defenders of Islam who, in the
name of the principles of the Enlightenment,
seek to muzzle its critics while at the same time
demanding the right to chastise and criticize
other religions. These developments, argues
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Bruckner, are counter-productive for Western
democracies as they struggle with the twin
challenges of immigration and terrorism. The
return of religion in those democracies must not
be equated with the defence of fanaticism, and
the right to religious freedom must go hand in
hand with freedom of expression, an openness to
criticism, and a rejection of all forms of
extremism. There are already more than enough
forms of racism; there is no need to imagine
more. While all violence directed against
Muslims is to be strongly condemned and
punished, defining these acts as ‘Islamophobic’
rather than criminal does more to damage Islam
and weaken the position of Muslims than to
strengthen them.
The Present State of Germany - Samuel
Freiherr von Pufendorf 2007
Although The Present State of Germany was first
made available in English over three centuries
ago, it has been virtually unavailable in English
since the period of the American Founding. By

1696, Pufendorf was well known in England as a
staunch defender of the Protestant cause and as
one of the renovators of natural law. His
writings were familiar to such luminaries as
Locke and figured prominently in James Tyrell’s
Patriarcha non Monarcha (1681). The editor of
this volume, Michael J. Seidler, describes this
work of Pufendorf as "an account of German
constitutional law detailing the historical
relations between the Emperor and the Estates
as well as an examination of the legitimating
foundations of Imperial authority, a general
analysis of the nature and requirements of
political sovereignty, and a reconceptualization
of the different forms of political order. . . . Its
central distinction between so-called regular and
irregular states, resting on the question of the
locus of sovereignty, demotes the traditional
political categories into mere administrative
possibilities and thereby creates a more general
problematic of freedom and authority with which
we are still wrestling today. That is, it raises, at
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a very early stage in the contractarian tradition
which we have inherited, the basic question of
how effective political unity is compatible with
competing values of diversity and individual
liberty.” Samuel Pufendorf (1632-1694) was one
of the most important figures in early-modern
political thought. An exact contemporary of
Locke and Spinoza, he transformed the natural
law theories of Grotius and Hobbes, developed
striking ideas of toleration and of the
relationship between church and state, and
wrote extensive political histories and analyses
of the constitution of the German empire.

Edmund Bohun (1645-1699) was an English
press license official and political writer who
ended up as chief justice of South Carolina.
Michael J. Seidler is Professor of Philosophy at
Western Kentucky University. Knud Haakonssen
is Professor of Intellectual History at the
University of Sussex, England.
Ancient Metals - David A. Scott 2011
Describes the metallography and microstructure
of ancient metals with several case studies
included. The first volume in this series is
devoted to the alloys of copper with silver, lead,
tin, zinc, antimony and arsenic.
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